I. Introduction
The uses of Nuclear physics is growing in an exponential way. The Major areas are electricity generation, nuclear stockpile for national security, Radioactive dating, interplanetary spacecraft, smoke detectors in households, medical diagnosis with Positron emission Tomography (PET), Time -of-flight PET, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and proton or heavy ion beam for cancer diagnosis. Recent progress in the nuclear imaging techniques for the spatial and temporal imaging of the whole body with the state of art nuclear imaging equipment using the radioactive tracers lead to a big leap in medical diagnosis of whole body imaging including the improvement in cognitive studies which would not be possible without Current advancement in Nuclear Physics. This paper mainly discusses the current progress in nuclear physics related to the medical diagnosis which is useful for cognitive studies.
II. Technological Evolution
The evolution of the nuclear physics started in 1789 by the discovery of the Uranium by Martin Kalproth but as a discipline separate from atomic physics was stated in 1896 by Henri Becquerel. As the world of nuclear physics was witnessing a tremendous advancement in Harnessing nuclear energy for electricity and atomic bomb using uranium (U-235) and plutonium. At the same time, MRI and PET have also undergone tremendous advancements. A small timeline can give a gist of the evolution The Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is due to the advancement of the NMR for analyzing the tissue. In other words, the use of advanced NMR for medical diagnosis is called MRI. 
III. Basics and Usefulness of PET
PET is known for its molecular imaging of biological functions. PET measures two annihilation protons which are obtained back to back from radioactive tagged tracer molecule. So the detection of both annihilated photon provides a high sensitive image with respect to PET counterpart imagers. In PET less amount of tracer molecules are injected due to its high sensitivity. So the Positron emission isotopes like C-11, O-15, , N-13, F-18 are used in the Positron emission tomography. As well as these radioactive tagged tracers are shortlived and are less injurious to the person who are to be injected. Many of these isotopes can also be incorporated into the biological substrates like C 6 H 12 O 6, Ammonia, CO 2 etc., Though PET scan appears to have lot of noise and blurriness compared to that of the other imagers which can go up to 1mm resolution. The PET are useful in Focal tracer concentration i.e. the accurate quantitative functional imaging due to its high sensitivity [7] Figure 1
Fig 1 explains the concept of PET, to explain briefly if a radioactive iodine is injected into patients body it reaches the thyroid gland and it is absorbed in the area where more metabolic activities are seen. As they decay they give out positron, while the positron colliding with the electron the annihilation occurs which later gives out two beams of gamma rays. There are rings of radioactive detectors which takes up gamma rays which combines with the crystal detectors to give out the beam of a pulse of light. Which is then amplified by photomultiplier and the information is processed and analyzed in the computer. These are the basic working principle of PET. For PET imaging of the brain Fluorodeoxyglucose(FDG) is used. [7] 
IV. Basic and Usefulness of MRI
The simultaneous question when the topic MRI rises is how it is related to Nuclear Physics. The MRI's are advanced NMR which can detect the proton (hydrogen) nuclear spin which is partially polarized by subjecting it to a large magnetic field and then exiting the spins properly with Radio frequency radiation to detect back the weak signals which are emitted back from the magnetic interaction with the tissue or some biological objects. [8] The MRI is able to see Hydrogen nuclei which became a boon for this field to advance in clinical diagnosis as 70% of the Human body is of water. Water (H 2 O) consists of two hydrogen atoms and one O atom. The MRI cannot record the oxygen atom and electrons of the hydrogen atom. So now MRI is pinned down to the nucleus of the Hydrogen atom. Here comes the complex concept of understanding the nucleus of the hydrogen which later used for imaging the various biological objects. The MRI obey the rules of Quantum physics as they are dealing with very very small particles. The concept of MRI goes along with a quantum concept i.e. the well-known 'spin'.Which goes according to the orientation of the nucleus. The hydrogen nuclei in MRI is detected by resonance effect created by the strong electromagnets which give out the heavy and continuous magnetic field. This magnetic field aligns the spin of the hydrogen nuclei in its direction but the nuclei which have high energy are aligned in opposite direction. There are always more low energy nuclei than the high energy ones. This helps in concept of developing the MRI. When Radio Frequency coil disturbs the magnetic field the spin of low energy nuclei changes and goes to exited state becoming high energy nuclei. After RF signal is stopped the low energy nuclei which are turned into high energy nuclei returns back to low energy by releasing some energy. The released energy is converted into electrical signals in MRI with respect to time and later they are reproduced into images. The MRI cannot scan every part at a particular time. So the imaging is done in Slices with respect to time (the below blue-yellow-green arrows represents it).
In below Fig 2 Green coils are strong electromagnets, green lines are magnetic fields, blue, pink coils are RF coils, and red dots are hydrogen nuclei. The progress of PET cannot be fully explained without the scintillators. Scintillator detectors are the detector elements which are used to completely absorb the energy from the photon of 511 KeV and convert it into tens of thousands of near visible or ultraviolet rays with nearly 1 eV energy each. [7] No of scintillation photon produced is directly proportional to the energy deposited by annihilation photon.
5.2
There are many scintillators used in PET scanners few of them are  Thallium-doped sodium iodide NaI(Ti)  Bismuth germinate (BGO)  Lutetium yttrium orthosilicate (LYSO)  Gadolinium orthosilicate (GSO) [7] 5.3 Few characteristics of scintillators are  light output which determines energy and spatial resolution  Effective density determines scanner sensitivity  Light decay time which determines scanner deadtime and random coincidence rate as well as ability to use in TOF-PET imaging.
Important properties for PET photon detection are [7]
 stopping power  decay constant  energy resolution The Ideal detector of PET Table 3 Cost of material NaI(Ti) < BGO < LYSO < GSO Effective density NaI(Ti) (3.67 g/cm3)< GSO(6.71 g/cm3) ≤ LYSO(5.37 g/cm3) < BGO (7.13 g/cm3) Light output BGO(8%) < GSO (16%)< LYSO (75%)< NaI(Ti) (100%) The detector should be of high atomic number and high density is necessary for photoelectric conversion of the annihilated photons so as to reduce the decay time of the scintillation light to increase the counting rates.
These detectors allow the voxel resolution of about 4-6 mm due to the improved front end electronics of the scanner but these traditional PET's photomultipliers are much larger than the detectors which are limiting the further voxel resolution. The current research is proceeding to improve the Voxel resolution.
The Time of Flight-PET advanced in the 2000s after a long time internal of 20years as TOF-PET was started in 1980s the current clinical TOF-PET-CT has time of flight in the range 500-600 ps [4] . For this process to occur it needs a fast scintillator. The scintillators used in TOF-PET-CT are LSO, LYSO, and LaBr 3 , and the new scintillators are LuI 3 and LuAg (CE or Pr) [24] Properties of Scintillators used in TOP-PET [4] 
VI. 2D and 3D PET Imaging
Generally, Tungsten is used as a collimator which is used to separate several rings of detectors. With collimation 2D data are obtained. The separation of collector rings improves the line of responses (LOR). In the case of 3D due to a large number of true coincidence in FOV makes it difficult for data analysis and construction of image i.e. the detection of unwanted scattered pattern increases from 10% to 40 %. Current detectors can only be fully 2D or fully 3D. The accidental counts of coincidence from other part reduce the clarity in case of 3D. So 2D is more useful for medical diagnosis which is helpful for Cognitive studies. The PET must be able to distinguish two consecutive events and the time of response for this event is called dead time. Due to modernization in current electronics the pileups in 3D modes has been reduced so as newer models of PET/CT scanners are developed. Recently a cardiac Rb-82 imaging has been done in 3D mode surpassing substantially 2D image in photon detection. [7, 4] A fig 3 [12] of four ring imaging system with and without separating plane. Where A is strictly 2D, B is modified 2D allowing LOR, C is fully 3D without septa and allowing LOR [12] Progress in the Nuclear Imaging 
Figure3 [12]
The PET recently underwent a design change making it a digital PET. They are the avalanche photodiodes or smaller silicon digital photo multiplier. Each of which can act as single photon counter. Temporal resolution is really good in this photodiodes making it suitable for Time-of-flight (TOF) acquisition. They are also insensitive to electromagnetic which make it useful in the multimodal integration of PET, MRI, EEG etc, With that the digital PET spatial resolution can go up to 4mm voxel. Still the photo detectors are required in PET. Recently the digital cadmium zinc telluride SPECT detectors are used. In future, it may be possible to go fully digital where photo conversion to visible light is not required. [4] VII. Advancement In MRI
Figure 4
The MR image was first published in the year 1973. There is various level of advancements are based on the needs. As the name suggest the important component in MRI is Magnet. Homogeneous magnetic fields are produced by the ideal MRI's but in practical, it's tough to achieve the homogeneity. The MRI uses various types of magnets [13] they are Superconducting, resistive and permanent magnets.
Recently Nb-Ti is used as a superconducting material. These superconducting magnets can go from 0.5T -2.0T. Nowadays even 3.0T superconducting magnets are also incorporated in MRI. There are also gradient magnets inside the MRI. These gradient magnets are useful in distorting the homogeneous magnetic field in the patient's body so as to create a gradient field which is controllable. Generally, MRI uses three gradient magnets. These are the magnets which produce noise during the scan. The magnetic field of gradient Magnets can fall within the range of 180 gauss to 270 gauss [13] There are three basic designs of RF coils. Where one may be used in transmitting and other in receiving but sometimes for both transmission and receiving the same coil is used. The selection of coil solely depends on the experiment that is to be performed. The basic designs of three RF coils are Head, Body, and surface. [13] The RF polarizer plays another important role in MRI where they can be polarized linearly or circularly. In recent times due to advancement circular polarizer mode is used so as only half of RF energy is required than that of the linear ones. In circularly polarized mode quadrature coils are used where the coils are separated by 90° [13] Another current advancement in MRI is UTE imaging [13] i.e. Ultra short echo-timing imaging. To achieve shorter Echo time the properties like grater gradient, K-space is to start at center and self-refocused RF pulses to minimize the dead time are achieved. This enabled MRI to image the cortical bones which ones was thought to be not possible.
The functional Brain imaging can be done for both cognitive and affective processes. Which can be fulfilled using the currently available Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). In fMRI there is a cutting edge state of art equipment called BOLD (blood oxygenation level dependent) fMRI, it measures the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated level of hemoglobin in the blood. Thus the Nuclear physics advancement led to BOLD fMRI which doesn't measure the neuronal activity instead it measures metabolic demands of active neurons. 
VIII. Physics and Measurements Behind The MR Image Formation
The number of K-space measurements makes up for the spatial resolution while the longitudinal and transverse relaxation time make up for the temporal resolution. Generally, longitudinal relaxation is T1 and Transverse relaxation is T2. The image contrast depends on how often we excite the nuclei (TR) and how fast we collect the data (TE).
The measured signal is
M 0 (1-e -TR/T1 )e -TE/T2 (1)
When coming to the spatial resolution in K-space the measurements are in frequency domain made over a finite area. The images are obtained from K-space to image space using Inverse Fourier transforms. The recent advancements in computational and nuclear physics related to the MRI and system controllers, Statistical tools as well as the software are designed in such way to pre-process and remove artifacts , Visualization, Slice Time correction, Motion correction, Physiological correction, Co-registration, Normalization, Spatial Filtering and Temporal filtering.
IX. Introduction of PET/MR System
The recent advancement in the field of Imaging Technique is the multimodal integration of various imagers and scanners though one interfere over the other system at the time of scanning, that difficulty has been overthrown by the state of art technologies which made the PET/MR Possible [17, 18, 19] . The PET detectors are arrayed around in the cylinder which are then inserted into the MR Scanner [16] . Here the analog photomultipliers tubes are replaced with high-speed solid state avalanche photo diode detectors [15] . Each
